
PA PAC Questionnaire for US House and Senate - 2022

Please return the completed form along with your resume or biographical statement describing
education, work history, community service, and prior political experience, as well as a

high-resolution headshot of yourself as soon as possible, but by Sat Mar 19 at 5pm, at the latest.

Please e-mail your responses to PAC Coordinators at papacboard@googlegroups.com
by Saturday, March 19 at 5pm.

Please note that following the Saturday, March 19 at 5pm deadline, the People’s Alliance PAC may
publish your responses to this questionnaire and your resume.

When answering this questionnaire, please repeat the questions in your response document with
each question numbered and organized as it appears here. Type your responses in italics, bold, or

different font to distinguish your responses from the questions. Do not use colors or shading.
Please try to confine your responses to no more than 300 words unless another word limit is

indicated. Do not feel obliged to exhaust the limit for each question.
If you use words or ideas from another person, please attribute your source.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire and your willingness to serve the people of Durham.

Candidate’s name: Crystal Cavalier

Address:  5123 N NC HWY 119 Mebane NC 27302

E-mail Address: crystal@crystalcavaliercongress.com

Phone: 336-901-9001

Website: www.crystalcavaliercongress.com

Why Are You Running?
1. What are the three most important issues facing the nation? What are your top priorities in
addressing these issues?

● Healthy land, air and water is directly connected to the health of the people. I stand
for environmental sovereignty, and climate protection.

● Human bondage and trafficking is the most neglected law enforcement issue in our
country and I stand for those victims.

● Working-class people are the most deprived of quality medical insurance and
education, I stand for those who need it the most.

Federal Revenues, Federal Spending, and the Economy
2. Is the current system of federal taxation fair? What changes should be made, if any? Please
cite specific examples
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No it is not, it benefits the corporation and penalizes our citizens. The mere fact that we went to
war against England to become our own country over the smallest increase of taxation (The
Boston Tea Party) and now have more than tripled that taxation on our citizens is enough for any
critical thinking invidival to know something has been neglected. It should be balanced and
reevaluated so every entity involved is contributing a equal and fair share.

3. What is your position concerning tariffs and trade?

Tariffs historically have ultimately harmed the working class and the poor. The trade-offs are
often carried by workers. We must cultivate fair trade that emphasizes protecting the interests of
the most vulnerable. Tariffs can be used as guard rails to that end. The greater threat in the
globalized economy is monopolization.

4. Are you in favor of reducing government spending in any specific areas? If so, please list your
top three particular areas and explain your reasons. Are you in favor of increasing government
spending in any specific areas? If so, please list your top three specific areas and explain your
reasons.

Yes, I am in favor of reducing government spending. As a former DOD Civilian employee, DHS
Employee, and US General Services Administration employee, we could reduce our spending by
consuming less and more renewable resources investment. Also being a former military spouse, I
do believe we can decrease especially in the areas of Military Budget. Cuts would expand
freedom by giving people more control over their lives and reducing the regulations that come
with spending programs. The four main areas of federal spending are national defense, Social
Security, healthcare, and interest payments, which together account for about 70% of all federal
spending.  Increasing government spending in Education, Healthcare, and Reducing Student
Loan Debt.

5. Are you concerned about the affordability of a college education in the U.S.? If so, what role
can the federal government play in addressing your concerns?

The federal government needs to prioritize education, having an educated populous, and show
that it can be a strong competitive contender in the global arena or as it stands to continue
being a country where most of the populace is dependent on social programs. Yes, very
concerned that I myself have a huge student loan debt, and it is very deflating because I know
that I will never have the ability to pay this back without a quality living wage position.

Secure Elections, Fair Elections, and the Right to Vote



6. What action should Congress take to protect the integrity of elections from foreign or
domestic actors seeking to undermine it?

The first step is to pass the John Lewis voting rights act. Secondly, we need to work better in
Congress across the aisle. Since the 2020 elections, At least 19 states passed 33 laws this year,
making it harder to vote, accord ing to our latest count. Many of these laws target voters of color,
exacer bat ing persist ent racial dispar it ies in access. Turnout for nonwhite voters is now
substan tially lower than that for white voters — and has been for at least 25 years.

7. What changes need to be made to US law to protect the right of all people to vote in free and
fair elections?

We must promote the opportunity for more to vote than less. As federal leaders, our responsibility
is to create a system that does not burden the working class, penalize us for taking care of our
families, and put a complete end to programs and policies to hinder civic voter duty. I also
support felons in the process of rehabilitation freed from their physical confinement consequence
to have full voting authority. North Dakota had one of the best voter laws in the country,
allowing people to vote with any ID, but the new restriction will be a barrier for Indians and all
people who live in rural areas. Laws like these affect Native voters on reservations in a
disproportionate way, and  it will affect democracy as a whole.

Immigration
8. How would you reform U.S. immigration policy? Since agreement on immigration reform has
proved hard to obtain, what measures should be taken in the meantime that would improve the
lives of undocumented immigrants? Are government agencies responsible for immigration and
our borders performing as they should?

Our Indigenous ancestors never stayed where we were, we were always a migratory people. Since
the formation of the US, we have been placed on reservations and stuck in tribal communities,
some of the communities split by state and national borders. Borders never defined us. We need
to continue with the current US Policies such as Family-based immigration, Refugee admissions,
Employment-based green cards, Diversity visas, H-1B visas, Temporary permissions, Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals, and Temporary Protected Status. Also, we need to stop harassing
and intimidating our brown immigrants over European-looking immigrants and stop
perpetuating the myth that what built this country’s independence is now a threat.

Healthcare



9. Are you satisfied with the healthcare system in the United States? If you are not, how should
the system be changed?

No, I am not. We need Universal healthcare.

Housing
10. What, if anything, should the federal government do to promote affordable housing and
homeownership? What specific policies or programs would you use to do that? Do you support
a federal housing guarantee? Rent control? Inclusionary zoning? Down payment assistance for
first-time homebuyers? Please detail your answer.

This is a huge intersectionality that will work in concerted efforts with other programs. The cost of
medical bills such as medical bankruptcy prevents from home ownerships, earning a living wage, the
cost of going to college and accruing student loans and the ability to pay them back prevents people
from owning a home. There are persistent gaps in wealth among racial and ethnic groups, owning a
home is the largest generator of wealth for families, exceeding even a household’s income or their
level of educational attainment. In addition, housing costs tend to be lower for homeowners than for
renters. The government needs more affordable housing, we need to raise the wage of earning a job
to a liveable wage. When I was in college my mom was a mortgage broker and she worked hard to
help black and brown people get a home loan. I learned through her work we need to enhance
targeted outreach through culturally competent trusted community organizations; create new
approaches to mortgages that account for historic mechanisms of maintaining disparities, such as a
reliance on credit scores for mortgage underwriting (this is a huge one); as well as helping with a
downpayment assistance and housing counseling programs for historically marginalized groups; and
enforcing current laws on fair housing and fair lending.

11. What should the federal government do, if anything, to avoid an eviction crisis following the
lifting of the COVID-era moratorium on evictions?

I would not make any moves on lifting the moratorium on evictions until we come up with
solutions for the growing shelterless problem, that I would tie back into a national effort of
biodiversity employment training, sustainability infrastructure training, and rewarded community
service efforts.

Wealth
12. Is the distribution of wealth among the people of the United States a proper concern of the
federal government? If your answer is “yes,” what should Congress do to close the wealth gap
that separates the richest and poorest Americans?

I am for union protections for the working class, zero bailouts for companies who do not hold
values that benefit the people (that keep them thriving).



13. What do you think are the most powerful levers to address racial and class-based economic
injustice? To what extent do you support federal policies such as reparations, guaranteed basic
income, and down payment assistance for first-time homebuyers?

There needs to be some kind of reconciliation or reparation (be that educational, supplemental,
or similar programs created for military personnel to the GI Bill or the Military Housing) to
express national compassion for the atrocities perpetrated and finally put an end to the
controversial un-patriotic detriment of racial, ethnic and cultural divide that comes from
oppression Olympics and miseducation.

14. What is your stance on the minimum wage? What do you consider to be a livable wage?
What role should the federal government play in regulating wages? In particular, do you support
federal efforts to advance guaranteed basic income or a federal jobs guarantee?

The wage should take into account the cost of living and inflation and support a family to
function regardless of the job. In most federal government jobs they based the salaries on the
cost of living in that area (not saying it is great, but it is a start).

Guns
15. What, if anything, should be done to reduce the proliferation of firearms and reduce gun
violence in the United States?

I believe that gun rights or control of these rights and the legislation I have seen historically
have been used to separate working class and lower class citizens from the equal and equitable
rights of the more economically advanced. Until we see a cap on manufacturing and sales of
firearms companies and corporations (which in a capitalist structure won’t happen), I will not
support anything that puts citizens freedoms separate under the law, however, I am in full
support of mental health evaluations and solutions that reduce the social stresses that have
caused some of the high violence statistics since the gun control conversation began.

Civil Rights and Race Equity
16. What should the state do to promote racial equity and diversity, such as increasing
opportunities for under-represented and under-served people of color? Can you provide an
example of your advocacy for race-equity and diversity?

As someone who has studied through all of my educational pursuits (Bachelors, Graduate and
Professional degrees), I have come across Tribal Critical race theory among Critical Race
Theory. As well as in my personal life, I have been trained in my consultation practice as well as



a person of learned life experience of diversity, equity and inclusion. It is essential that state
professionals in the the systems of law enforcement, healthcare, education (K-12 and high ed)
and economic institutions to name a few, should have mandatory yearly training and CEUs to
ensure that they are a part of the solution and no longer the problem of division.

17. What, if anything, should the federal government do to promote the education of youth in the
history of civil rights, racial inequality, and the legacy of racial discrimination in the United
States?

I believe the federal government should follow the previous solution for the state model.

The Environment
18. Addressing the climate crisis through transformative, intersectional policies will be essential
to keeping US communities safe, healthy, and vibrant. What do you see as the most critical
environmental and climate justice issues facing the United States? If elected, how would you
leverage your role as a US Senator or Representative to address them?

When people talk about protecting water and sacred sites, it’s about exercising our inherent,
moral, and legal rights to be caretakers of Mother Earth. Other grassroots social movements for
food sovereignty and traditional methods of farming are becoming part of the general
conversation about healthy food and a culture of health for all people.  I am pushing for the
Rights of Mother Nature and Grandmother Earth(be it water, land, and air quality) and Free
Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) on indigenous territories. I will support policies that
diversify our fuel and energy options, releasing our dependency on an extractive fuel-only model.
That is also a basic indigenous organizing principle. Everything is related. All things politically,
economically, socially, spiritually in the natural world. That concept of all my relations being in
relationship with each other helps you understand spiritually how to walk in the present, how to
understand history, how to dream and believe that we can have a better future. That sense of
wholeness and connection to humanity is liberating. And it is so needed at a time of such
polarization when people are questioning the very values at the heart of most religions and the
very survival of humanity.

Foreign Policy
19. The Russian attack on Ukraine has set off a cascade of change in international relations.
How do you see this changing US foreign policy in the years to come? What role, if any, should
the US play in a foreign conflict?



We must uphold and protect the United States and Americans; be true examples to advance
democracy, human rights, and other non predatory global interests; Promote international
understanding of American values and policies; I strongly believe that the US should not be the
front runner in major conflicts like Iraq. I lived during the 2000-2018 as a military spouse, I saw
the affect of war such as PTSD, long deployments on my family and ex husband. Effects like
these are devastating to our social structure.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has shaken the geopolitical foundations of Europe and triggered a
reassessment of transatlantic security, including the role of NATO. The war is taking a
devastating human toll and will likely have lasting effects on global trade, energy markets, the
U.S.-China rivalry, and Vladimir Putin’s regime. WE must work together with leaders in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

Campaign Funding
20. Does your campaign have specific policies regarding from whom it accepts donations?
Please specifically detail any contributions from corporations to your current and prior
campaigns. How do you see the influence of donors on policy, both for yourself and for others?

Yes we do not accept money from fossil fuel industries or fossil fuel pacs. All of my donations
have come from personal friends, family and organized community in solidarity with sustainable
integrity values. We have not received any money from corporations to date.

Your Politics
21. For whom did you vote in the 2020 United States Senate and presidential elections?

I voted for President Joe Biden and Cal Cunningham.


